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Abstract. We propose an efficient alignment method for textured Doo-
Sabin subdivision surface templates. A variation of the inverse compo-
sitional image alignment is derived by introducing smooth adjustments
in the parametric space of the surface and relating them to the control
point increments. The convergence properties of the proposed method
are improved by a coarse-to-fine multiscale matching. The method is
applied to real-time tracking of specially marked surfaces from a single
camera view.

1 Introduction

Real-time tracking of textured surfaces in video is important for applications
in user tracking and shape acquisition. In both of these applications active ap-
pearance models (AAMs) have been employed in a wide variety. A template
matching procedure is often used as a basic component of AAMs. In order to
accommodate the geometry of the tracked object the template is formulated as
a textured shape. Both polygonal meshes and smooth splines were used as the
underlying surface representations [1][2]. In this paper we develop a template
tracking method for subdivision surfaces. Subdivision surfaces [3] offer a smooth
and general representation of shape widely used in graphics and animation.

Inverse compositional template matching was recently proposed for the ac-
tive appearance models based on triangular meshes [1][4]: it separately applies
the current and incremental warps to the image and the template; the result is
an efficient update procedure. For surface templates the separation of the incre-
mental and current warps means that the incremental warp is performed in the
parametric space of the surface. Thus, an additional difficulty arises on how to
construct a space of such parametric warps. We propose a systematic approach
to the construction of smooth atomic warps in the parameter space. Our deriva-
tions are first done for the ideal case of smooth warps, and then approximated
in the space of subdivision surfaces.

The real-time operation of the template alignment procedure requires an
efficient implementation. The natural multiresolution representation of subdivi-
sion surfaces serves as a suitable framework for implementing a coarse-to-fine
matching algorithm that improves the convergence properties of our method.
The multiscale approach also overcomes the deficiencies of the single resolution
template matching for discontinuous textures.
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Related work. Our work builds on the strengths of inverse compositional im-
age alignment method developed by Baker and Matthews [4]. We extend their
framework to handle templates specified on subdivision surfaces and propose a
principled way of designing a set of smooth parametric adjustments (Section 3.3).
The power of subdivision surfaces allow to represent big smooth patches of an
arbitrary surface and control them with few control points. In this setting it is
natural to consider coarse-to-fine version of the matching algorithm (Section 6).
This improves the convergence properties of the matching without resorting to
eigen-tracking approaches. Thus, it places less restrictions on the space of al-
lowable surface deformations and does not require an apriori knowledge of the
surface deformation model. The multiscale approach has been applied success-
fully for many related problems such as optical flow[5][6] and template search[7].

The goal of our work is similar to the Active Blobs effort [8]. While our
method can handle general textured surfaces, it achieves its best tracking per-
formance on specially quad-textured surfaces due to better control over con-
ditioning of the involved matrix computations throughout all the levels of the
hierarchy. In this paper, we only implement a simple appearance variation model
and do not handle the detection of occluded regions and outlier pixels. Rather,
the focus is on developing an efficient inverse compositional alignment procedure
for general smooth surfaces described as subdivision models.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces compositional tem-
plate matching, Section 3 talks about surface and warp representations used in
our work, Section 4 contains the detailed description of the proposed method.
Sections 5 and 6 cover the partial template matching and the multiscale ap-
proach. Section 7 discusses the obtained results.

2 Compositional Template Matching

2.1 Forward Compositional Methods for Surfaces

The goal of template matching is to find the best warp of a template to match
a given image. In the scenario of surface tracking, the template is better treated
as a function on the parametric space of the tracked surface. Formally, let Ξ be
the parametric space of the surface. Denote the projection of the surface in the
image as S(ξ), so that S : Ξ → R2; we shall call the function S a surface map.
The template function T represents surface color, so that T : Ξ → C, where
C = R for grayscale images and C = R3 for color images.

Given an image I : R2 → C, the matching problem consists of finding the
surface map S which minimizes the error functional

E(S) := ‖I ◦ S − T‖2 =
∫

Ξ

(I(S(ξ))− T (ξ))2dξ.

At this point we assume that all of the surface is visible, the case of partial
visibility is considered in Section 5. We would also like to delay specifying a
particular representation for the surface map S and treat it as a general smooth
function in this section.
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The two approaches to the template matching problem are the additive and
compositional methods. Additive approach performs update S ← S + dS, and
finds the optimal surface adjustment dS by solving mindS ‖I ◦ (S + dS) − T‖2,
The compositional approach updates the surface map via S ← S ◦W . It looks
for the optimal warping in the parametric space: minW ‖I ◦ S ◦W − T‖2, or in
more detail:

min
W

∫
Ξ

(I(S(W (ξ)))− T (ξ))2dξ. (1)

The two approaches can be shown to be equivalent when the incremental
warp W : Ξ → Ξ is close to the identity map so that W (ξ) ≈ ξ + dW (ξ) and
dW is small. Then the corresponding surface adjustment will be close to

S ◦W − S ≈ ∂S

∂ξ
dW. (2)

Details of the proof can be found in [4]. When the Jacobian ∂S/∂ξ is not full
rank the two approaches are not equivalent. This happens, for instance, in the
silhouette region of the surface map where the 2D tangential space gets projected
onto a 1D line in the image.

The compositional approach is possible in its pure form when one can find a
set of planar warps which form a group. When representing a general evolving
surface, one requires more flexibility than present in the classical groups of trans-
formations such as translations, affine transforms or homographies. On the other
hand, the very general group formed by composition of arbitrary smooth maps
used above is not practical. Our approach will be therefore to derive composi-
tional methods for the general smooth case, and then approximate the needed
computations in a smooth basis.

2.2 Inverse Compositional Method

We shall now derive the inverse compositional method [4] in the general case of
smooth surface maps and warps. The basic assumption for equivalence between
the forward and inverse compositional methods is the closeness of the incre-
mental warp map to being the identity map. In particular, it is assumed that
det(∂W/∂ξ) ≈ 1. Then, the change of variable ξ = W−1(η) in (1) leads to the
following minimization problem:

min
W

∫
Ξ

(I(S(η))− T (W−1(η)))2dη.

The inverse of the incremental warp V := W−1 can be sought directly:

min
V

∫
Ξ

(I(S(η))− T (V (η)))2dη.

This approach results in less per frame computation than in the corresponding
forwards methods as was shown in [4]. Once the incremental warp is found, we
can update the surface map via S ← S ◦ V −1.
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3 Template and Warp Representation

The preceding section introduced the inverse compositional method in a general
form. In practice, we need to use a specific representation for both the subdivision
surface S and the parametric warp W . This section describes surface and warp
representations used in our approach.

3.1 Subdivision Surface Maps

We define our template surface maps using Doo-Sabin subdivision scheme [9].
In this section, we give short description of our implementation. For a detailed
introduction to subdivision surface modeling the reader is referred to [10] [3].

A subdivision surface is controlled by a control polygonal meshM that has
a set of control vertices V. For each control vertex k ∈ V, a planar position
pk ∈ R2 is specified. The Doo-Sabin subdivision scheme is a dual scheme, so
that its (dual) control vertices correspond to faces of a primal polygonal mesh
M′. We restrict the primal mesh to be a manifold quad mesh possibly with
boundary.

The parametric space Ξ of a subdivision surface map is formed as the union
of square patches Ξk (k ∈ V) glued along the shared edges. Each patch is a
square [0, 1]× [0, 1], and is associated to a particular primal face from Q′ or the
corresponding dual control vertex from V. A point ξ in a parametric space is then
fully described by the (dual) control vertex index k and a position in [0, 1]×[0, 1].
Given a function f : Ξ → Rd, we shall use notation ∂f/∂ξi, i = 1, 2 for its
derivatives. This is well defined within patches away from the patch boundaries,
which is sufficient for the purposes of this paper.

We use primal-dual approach described in [11]
to implement subdivision. The corner vertices are
dependent on the boundary and inside vertices
that share the same control face of the mesh; we
also exclude the corner patches from the paramet-
ric region of the template. Thus, the corner con-
trol vertices only appear as an auxiliary dependent
quantity; to simplify notation we redefine the set
of control vertices V as the union of inside and
boundary vertices in the remainder of this paper, with the parametric region Ξ
defined correspondingly to exclude the corner patches.

Having defined parametric region Ξ and the set of control vertices V, we
define the C1 subdivision surface map at any parametric position ξ via

S[p](ξ) := pkφk(ξ),

where the summation in k is assumed over every index in V, and pk’s are two-
dimensional points.

The following properties of φk(ξ) are important:

• ∑
k∈V pkφk(ξ) = 1 for ξ ∈ Ξ, so that φk, k ∈ V form the partition of unity.
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• Each φk(ξ) has local support in Ξ that consists of the patch of k together
with all the patches that share at least one patch corner with it. Thus,
each parametric point ξ is only affected by few control points whose support
includes ξ.

3.2 Control Mesh Extension

In this section we describe a procedure for extrapolating the control mesh of
the subdivision map from a given subset of (dual) control vertices with known
positions to a wider set of control vertices adjacent to this known region. We
shall use this procedure in two situations: creation of a canonical control position
arrangement for the atomic warps as described in Section 3.3, and extension of
active region positions for partial template matching as described in Section 5.
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Let VA be the set of active control vertices, and define the
set VB of non-active control vertices immediately adjacent
to the set VA. Suppose that the positions of control vertices
in both sets VA and VB are known. We introduce three sets
of control vertices, depending on their relative adjacency to
the known vertex set, and define a procedure for extending
positions in VA ∪ VB to these three sets. The figure on the
right shows an example of vertex set assignment.

• VC is the set of control vertices (not in VA or VB) whose primal faces share at
least one primal control vertex with the primal control faces corresponding to
control vertices in VA. In other words, a control vertex from VC will belong to
at least one dual control face whose vertices include at least one vertex from
VA. Note that the same dual face will also include at least two vertices from
VB (this will be important for the extrapolation method described below).

• VD := bou(VA ∪ VB) \ (VA ∪ VB ∪ VC). 1 Each vertex in VD has at least one
adjacent vertex vb ∈ VB . By construction, the vertex vo on the opposite side
of vb will also be from VA ∪ VB .

• VE is the set of control vertices (not in VA ∪ VB ∪ VC ∪ VD) whose primal
faces share at least one primal control vertex with the primal control faces
corresponding to control vertices in VB .

For a vertex in VC take a dual face that has at least three known vertices.
Let this dual control face have n vertices, and index its corners with integers
i = 0, . . . , n− 1 in a counterclockwise order. We associate the vertex i with the
parameter value αi = 2πi/n, and find the ellipse p(α) = C + D1 cos α + D2 sin α
that best fit the known points in the least square sense. We then assign all the
unknown vertex positions on the ellipse at the appropriate α locations. In the
regular case of three known vertices and a single unknown vertex, we obtain a
parallelogram rule. If there are several prediction for a vertex in VC we compute
their average.
1 For a subset of vertices U ⊂ V we define its boundary bou(U) as the set of vertices

from V \ U adjacent to at least one vertex in U .
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Now for each vertex in VD we extrapolate its value linearly via p(vd) =
2p(vb) − p(vo) where vb and vo are as described above. After this step, all the
vertices in VA ∪ VB ∪ VC ∪ VD are assigned a position. We can now replicate
the extrapolation step of VC for all the vertices in VE , which concludes our
extrapolation procedure.

The described procedure guarantees the position assignment for all the con-
trol vertices that affect the subdivision map values within parametric patches
associated with VA ∪ VB . This will be especially important for the partial tem-
plate matching of Section 5.

3.3 Warp Space

For a surface map represented as S[p](ξ) = φk(ξ)pk, the control point adjust-
ments ∆p result in the surface sample positions changed by φk(ξ)∆pk. For the
compositional approach to work, this surface adjustment has to match the sur-
face adjustment obtained via warping. Any smooth parameterized warp map
W (ξ; q) such that W (ξ; 0) = ξ can be written:

W (ξ; q) = ξ +
∂W (ξ; 0)

∂q
q + O(q2).

Define γki
i′ (ξ) := ∂W i(ξ; 0)/∂qi′

k . For the purpose of template matching, these
first derivatives are all that is necessary to define explicitly.

For a fixed index K, we choose γK in such a way that for some configuration
of control points p̄K the surface map update corresponding to the parametric
control point qK matches the surface update coming from the control point
adjustment ∆pK . More precisely, we would like that for all ξ ∈ Ξ:

φk(ξ)∆pi
k =

∂Si[p̄K ](ξ)
∂ξj

γkj
i′ (ξ)qi′

k ,

when ∆pi
k = δK

k Zi and qi′
k = δK

k Zi′
(here Z is an arbitrary two-dimensional

vector). It follows that (no summation on the capital index K):

φK(ξ)δi
i′ =

∂Si[p̄K ](ξ)
∂ξj

γKj
i′ (ξ).

The quantity on the left hand side is a scaled identity matrix, therefore we can
conclude that γKj

i′ (ξ) is the inverse of the 2× 2 matrix ∂S[p̄K ](ξ)/∂ξ times the
scalar value φK(ξ) at each ξ. Hence we set

γK(ξ) :=
(

∂S[p̄K ](ξ)
∂ξ

)−1

φK(ξ). (3)

Each γKj
i′ (ξ) defined above is a local function, non-zero on the support of the

basis function φk(ξ).
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We now need to define p̄K (for this canonic arrangement of control points
around a vertex K the warped surface adjustment will have an exact represen-
tation in the basis of subdivision shapes). Note that only evaluation of S[p̄K ]
within the support of a single basis function φk(ξ) is required. We use the control
mesh extension process from Section 3.2 with the active set VA consisting of a
single vertex K ∈ V. The four immediate neighbors of K form the set VB , and
we assign the five control points values on the plane so that p̄K

K is at the ori-
gin, and the points from VB are positioned at (1, 0), (0, 1), (−1, 0), and (0,−1).
The extension procedure then defines all the other positions required to evaluate
S[p̄K ] on the patches near K. In our experience, this results in non-degenerate
assignments of p̄K .

4 Inverse Compositional Method for Subdivision Maps

4.1 Parametric Adjustment

We can now find the optimal parameters q of the parametric adjustment, by
minimizing the fit functional with respect to q.

J(q) :=
∫

Ξ

|I(S[p](ξ))− T (W (ξ; q))|2 dξ

We introduce the pointwise error of the current fit as E(ξ; p) := I(S[p](ξ))−T (ξ),
and obtain the following approximation to J(q):

J(q) ≈
3∑

m=1

∫
Ξ

[
Em(ξ; p)− ∂Tm

∂ξi
(ξ)γki

i′ (ξ)qi′
k

]2

dξ,

where the subscript m = 1, 2, 3 denotes the appropriate color channel.
Differentiating this expression with respect to qi′

k and introducing the nota-
tion hki′

m (ξ) := γki
i′ (ξ)∂Tm/∂ξi(ξ) we get the following system of linear equations

for the optimal parametric adjustment parameters q:∫
Ξ

hki′
m (ξ)hlj′

m (ξ)dξ qj′
l =

∫
Ξ

hki′
m (ξ)Em(ξ; p)dξ, k ∈ V, i′ = 1, 2.

As is expected from an inverse compositional method, the matrix Aki′,lj′ =∫
Ξ

hki′
m (ξ)hlj′

m (ξ)dξ on the left hand side does not depend on p and its inverse can
be precomputed, while the right hand side bki′ =

∫
Ξ

hki′
m (ξ)Em(ξ; p)dξ depends

on the current error of the fit, and has to be recomputed during optimization.
The linear system Aq = b has 2|VI | unknowns, and in order to guarantee its

proper solution we need to ensure that the surface template has enough edge
features of different orientations (similar to [12]). In order to ensure more robust
tracking we apply the multiscale template: in this case we need to ensure that the
edge features exist at all the resolutions. Surfaces marked with quad patterns do
provide such features as long as the surface patches controlled by a single vertex
covers a few of the pattern quads (see Figure 1 for the comparison of condition
numbers of the matrix A = HtH).
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4.2 Evaluation of Control Vertex Adjustments

Once the parametric adjustment is found, we compute the surface sample dis-
placements that correspond to the approximate inverse of the parametric dis-
placement, namely a surface sample S[p](ξ) is moved to S[p](W (ξ;−q)) where q
is the optimal parametric displacement parameters found in the previous section.

We find an approximation to the actual samples movement via

S[p](W (ξ;−q)) ≈ S[p](ξ − qi′
k γk·

i′ (ξ)) ≈ S[p](ξ)− ∂S[p]
∂ξi

(ξ) γki
i′ (ξ) qi′

k ,

so that the sample with parameter ξ undergoes the displacement

σ(ξ; q) := −∂S[p]
∂ξi

(ξ) γki
i′ (ξ) qi′

k ;

note that ∂S[p]/∂ξ depends on the current p which makes the update step non-
linear [1].

In order to find the approximation to the appropriate displacement of control
vertices of the subdivision surface we sample the surface displacement on a fixed
four-by-four grid of parameter samples within each quad patch, and solve for the
corresponding control vertex displacements that are optimal in the least square
sense.

Denote the discrete set of all the sampled surface displacement parameters as
ΞS . We need to find ∆p such that the following set of constraint is approximately
satisfied, that is S[∆p](ξ) = σ(ξ; q) for all ξ ∈ ΞS . Using the expression for the
subdivision map we obtain ∆pkφk(ξ) = σ(ξ; q), ξ ∈ ΞS . Introduce the matrix of
basis function sample values (ΦS)ξv := φv(ξ), v ∈ VI , ξ ∈ ΞS . The least-squares
solution the above linear system then gives us the following expression for ∆p:

∆p = (Φt
SΦS)−1Φt

Sσ(q),

and the matrix inverse on the right-hand side can be precomputed during system
initialization. Once the optimal control point adjustment is found, we update
the control point positions using p(n+1) = p(n) + ∆p which concludes a single
iteration of our template alignment procedure.

Appearance variation. A simple constant appearance variation model can be
added as in [4] by changing the pointwise fit error to be E(ξ; p) := (I(S[p](ξ))−
Iaverage) − T ∗(ξ), where Iaverage is an estimate of the average color value of
image samples of the current surface, and T ∗(ξ) := T (ξ)−Taverage is the original
template adjusted so that its average is zero.

5 Partial Template Matching

When some part of the surface is occluded, it is no longer possible to track its
motion, and the template matching should exclude the corresponding control
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vertices. At the same time, it would not be practical to create a completely sep-
arate surface template from scratch. Rather we would like to reuse a partially
active template. In this section, we describe how the template matching algo-
rithm described above can be modified when only a subset of control vertices
are allowed to change independently.

We assume that a subset VA of active vertices is given (one can think that
the surface portion S(

⋃
k∈VA

Ξk) is fully visible); and take VB = bou(VA). The
union of VA and VB is therefore used as the set of independent control vertices
found by template matching, we call it VAB := VA ∪ VB . Thus, the surface is
determined by vertices in VAB ; we modify the set of warp parameters ∆q in
the same way, and all the linear systems solved in the algorithm will be of such
reduced dimensions.

Another modification to the algorithm is the modifica-
tion of the integration region Ξ. Denote by EAB the set of
all the edges with both ends in VAB . With each edge (a, b)
we associate the union Ξ(a, b) of two triangular sections
of the corresponding patches Ξa and Ξb, as shown in the
figure to the right. The integration region ΞAB used in the partial matching
algorithm is defined to be ΞAB =

⋃
(a,b)∈EAB

Ξ(a, b). Therefore, the surface map
needs to be evaluated on samples within ΞAB at every step of matching. This is
only possible when a wider set of control vertex positions is known; the extension
procedure from Section 3.2 is used for extrapolating vertex positions from the
set VAB to the wider set Vext required for the surface evaluation on ΞAB .

6 Tracking Quad Patterns with the Multiscale Matching

The derivation of the template alignment method of the previous section relied
on the fact that we could take derivatives of the template function and apply
basic first order approximations. We would like to apply this method to tracking
colored quad patterns similar to the ones used in [13]. Those patterns considered
as functions are not even continuous. In this section, we discuss the issues that
arise from this complication and our approach to overcoming them. We start by
analyzing a simple one-dimensional example, and then discuss the implications
of this analysis for the original surface tracking case.

One-dimensional example. Assume that our template is the step function2:
T (x) = χ(x), and consider the error functional J(p) :=

∫ |T (x + p)− I(x)|2 dx.
If the image function is a shifted step function, that is I(x) = χ(x + a) for some
a, the error functional is not smooth: J(p) = |p− a|. It follows that the gradient
based methods may not perform well on such an optimization problem. This can
be noticed when we apply template matching on sharp images with discontinu-
ities: the adjustment to the template parameters p coming from the gradient
descent method will stop decreasing as it approaches the optimal value.
2 Define χ(x) = 0 for x < 0 and χ(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0
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In practice we work with a discretized version of the template, so all the
derivatives can be evaluated as divided differences. Consider the template at the
grid step h:

Th(x) =




0, x < −h/2
1/2 + x/h, −h/2 ≤ x < h/2
1, x ≥ h/2

The minimization of the functional Jh(p) :=
∫ |Th(x + p)− I(x)|2 dx leads to

the following expression for the optimal translation of the template:

p∗
h =

∫
(I − Th)T ′

hdx
/∫

(T ′
h)2dx =

∫ h/2

−h/2
(I − Th)dx.

Hence the upper bound on the parameter adjustment is proportional to the step
h: |p∗

h| ≤ h‖I − Th‖∞ ≤ 2h max{‖I‖∞, 1}. Thus, for large adjustments in p we
need to employ coarse versions of the template, while small h are preferable for
the precise positioning of the template. It therefore makes sense to proceed from
coarse to fine discretizations. This is similar in spirit to multiscale optical flow
and template matching algorithms [6] [7][14].

We apply the coarse-to-fine approach to our surface template matching al-
gorithm. To illustrate its convergence properties at different resolutions we plot
the mean-square error of a template fit with respect to the number of iterations
for the Quad sheet model (see Figure 1). It is clear that the coarse template
matching makes larger adjustments towards the minumum but the precision of
the result is limited. At the same time a finer template matching is able to
recover the minumum with high precision but requires more iterations, and is
also more intensive computationally. The combined method shown in the plot
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Fig. 1. Left: mean-square error during iterations of template matching procedures at
different levels of template resolution. Right: comparison of condition numbers of HtH
matrices at different levels of resolution. For quad patterns the condition number stays
relatively low on all the levels, while for natural patterns it is less controlled.
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Fig. 2. Various surface templates used. See accompanying video for tracking examples

uses three iterations on each level starting from the coarsest, and achieves better
convergence at lower cost. The moderate condition number of the matrix HtH
plotted in Figure 1 also contributes to the success of the multiscale method for
quad-marked patterns.

In the case of a piecewise constant quad-marked pattern, the only template
samples participating in template matching are located along the discontinuities.
Thus, when the template subdivision level l is increased, the number of sampled
points will only increase linearly with n rather than quadratically (as n2 where
n = 2l) as is the case for a template with globally non-trivial gradient. This
compression of the template improves the efficiency of the matching (see the left
two templates in Figure 2, the yellow dots indicate the used template samples).

7 Results

We have implemented our template matching algorithm for Doo-Sabin subdivi-
sion surfaces within a real-time tracking application framework. After manual
initialization, the template is tracked in video sequence. A linear temporal pre-
diction scheme is employed to obtain the initial guess for the template positioning
in every consecutive frame of video. The application was able to perform at 30
frames per second for all the full surface tracking examples presented below on a
2GHz Pentium laptop. The video was acquired with a digital camera at 640×480
resolution. We used the combined multiscale method that ran two iterations of
matching on each level of resolution on levels two to four, and a single iteration
on level five. The below table shows the number of inside and boundary control
vertices in the models used for this paper. The accompanying video contains
video sequences captured in real time.

Name Number of CVs Number of active Number of active Texture type
inside CVs boundary CVs

Quad sheet 12 4 8 pure
Ball 9 3 6 pure
Shirt 2x1 8 2 6 acquired
Elbow 3x1 11 3 8 acquired
Rock 5 1 4 acquired
Partial shirt 21 5 10 pure
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We have used both predefined pure quad template patterns and the textures
acquired from the video frame during the initialization process. The pure pat-
terns result in the sparse pattern for the participating samples along the quad
edges; for the acquired textures we used thresholding on the hli

m(ξ) coefficients to
determine which samples should be participating in the integral discretization.

For the partial tracking example, we used a five by five grid template for
the t-shirt. The active region included five vertices as shown in Figure 2. This
example runs at 15 frames per second.

8 Future Work

We presented a multiscale method for matching subdivision surface templates.
The future work will need to address the maintenance of the active visible region
for partial surface tracking as well as the automatic initialization procedure. The
compositional methods work within the surface and cannot account for surface
displacement near its silhouettes from a single view. A multi-view extension
of the presented procedure can help alleviate this problem. A more complex
appearance variation modeling is also left as a future work direction.
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